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We are earthkeepers . . .   
 
who try to practice regenerative farming:  
we seek to improve the fertility of 
land and who aim at ecosystem health  
and environmental diversity.   
 

  

 
Report on the Carrots to Cattle 
Conference: 

Alberta’s Graeme Finn Reports 
on Pasture Rejuvenation 
    Due to increasing interest in pasture and 

hayfield rejuvenation in the Bulkley 

Valley, the Smithers Farmers’ Institute  

invited Graeme Finn of Madden, Alberta, 

to share his successes in managing forage 

for a grass-based beef operation. 

     Finn gave an illustrated survey of 

methods of improving forage that have 

proven successful in his experience.  He 

spoke (fast and furious, with plenty 

ofhumour thrown in) about his successes 

in using no-till (sometimes with a 

glyphosate burn-down and other times 

without) seeding of alfalfa, vetches, and 

sainfoin.  The before-and-after pictures of 

the fields he is farming made many 

viewers jealous and may have prompted 

some to reconsider new methods and/or 

crops. 

      Finn does not normally use a nurse 

crop, but direct-seeds legumes and 

legumes grass mixtures in the spring and 

rarely grazes them at all until the next 

year.  Probably this practice brought some 

thought of, “But that wastes a whole 

summer’s production,” to the conferees.   

 

 

Finn, however, stressed the necessity of a 

strong establishment year which pays off 

for a long time afterward.  (Dan 

Undersander, who spoke at a conference in 

Vanderhoof earlier in the winter, also 

recommended direct-seeding alfalfa in the 

spring without a nurse crop, clipping the 

field in the seeding year if weeds become 

a problem.) Cicer milkvetch--tough to 
establish, but very long-lasting 

     Finn generally favours a mix of plants.  

He is high on milkvetches and sainfoins 

for his land because these don’t cause 

bloat and because—once established—

they are very competitive.   A recomended 

mix of legumes (“used to bolster old 

pasture”)available from Union Forage is 

this:   50% sainfoin, 25% cicer milk vetch, 

and 25% alfalfa.  

 
Sainfoin looks like a lupin crossed with a vetch 
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Cattle grazing sainfoin. . .  and it looks like 
alfalfa, too. 

     Finn also uses brassicas as an annual 

fall crop on some fields.  He seeds these 

heavily-enough that the large brassica 

leaves shade out most weeds.  When it is 

time to graze them (modified strip grazing 

with electric fence), he may offer cattle 

dry hay to prevent bloat before turning the 

cattle into the lush brassicas.  Asked about 

varieties, Finn mentioned kale-turnip 

crosses, forage turnips, forage radishes, 

and kale, often planted with some oats or 

barley.   

     A significant part of Finn’s 

presentation concerned year-round 

pasturing, using deferred pasture, swath- 

grazing, and other methods not often 

practiced in the Bulkley Valley.  → 

          Asked what happens when the snow 

is heavy or crusted, preventing cattle from 

getting trails—he suggested that ploughing 

lanes could help.  Or that a that horse 

could open up the snow to forage beneath,  

with cows following behind (“up the 

horse’s ass”) to steal the newly-exposed 

forage.  [This method is not approved by 

the Equine Rights Society of Canada.] 

     The forage, grass, and brassica varieties 

mentioned in Finn’s presentation are 

available from his company, Union 

Forage, of Lethbridge, Alberta.  

 www.unionforage.com   Union Forage 

advises farmers and ranchers to “Use more 

sunlight — it’s free!”  and to “Tap into the 

inherent wealth of your soil, complement 

your low cost perennial pasture, lower 

your cost of production per acre, and 

capitalize on regrowth potential.” 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Golden Rules of Forage 

Establishment  

1. Choose the right crop to get the best yield. 
There is more choice in forage crop varieties 
today than ever, and the best way to get the 
best yield is to pick the right forage species 
and variety for the purpose. 
2. Prepare the seed. Some forage crop seed 
requires preparation through scarification or 
inoculation before planting.  

Cattle grazing forage brassicas 

Quote of the month: 
“Farming is more than a commercial 
business.  It is a religion also, using the term 
in its broadest sense, and I think society is 
coming to realize that concept more and 
more today.  Wther one believes in calls from 
God, or from Nature, or from both, or from 
neither, it is much more than a “call from 
Money” as it is now so often considered.  
There is a spiritual side to good food 
production that if ignored leads to bad food 
production and the downfall of civilizations…. 
The god-fearing farmer and the godless 
farmer have much in common even if they 
use different ways to express that 
commonality.” 
         --Gene Logsdon, the Contrary Farmer 
c 
 
 

http://www.unionforage.com/
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3. Seed early. “Research has very clearly 
demonstrated that the earlier you seed in 
spring, the better the stand,” says Acharya . . .  
The exception to this is in establishing cicer, 
wait until the soil is warm. This will give the 
stand a competitive advantage over the 
weeds that will come. 
4. Seed pure forage stands. Do not plant 
cereal or canola as a companion or ‘nurse’ 
crop, says Acharya. Research shows that 
companion crops vigorously compete with 
the forage crop for valuable nutrients, water 
and sunlight. “Even after four or five years, 
the effect of the companion crop shows up in 
reduced yield,” he says. “The increased forage 
brings in more income by far, than that from 
the companion crop.” 
5. Seed shallow. For best results, plant forage 
seeds at a depth of one half inch.  
6. Mow the crop for weed control. Mow the 
forage crop when the seedlings are about one 
foot (25-30 cm) high.  
 
Editor’s note:  These excerpts come from a  
document which was sent to us as a guide for our 
forage seed trials this summer.  Thanks to Dr. 
Achaya and the Forage Council of B.C. for 
supplying this advice.        
 

A report on a recent fruit-growing 
workshop: 
   A workshop on fruit trees and small fruits 
was presented by the Smithers Farmers’ 
Institute at the Bulkley Lodge in Smithers on 
March 28.  The workshop was led by Carol 
Ponchet who has extensive experience in 
orcharding and fruit production both at the 
family orchard in Saanich and (now) in the 
Kispiox Valley.   
   After introductions and Carol’s description 
of the vast library of resources she has 
accumulated—including her own writing that 
she made available to conferees—she led us 
through a detailed survey of apple varieties, 
many of which are suitable for this region of 
B.C.   Carol continued with descriptions of 
various pear, plum, crabapples, and other 

tree fruits.  This whirlwind tour left her 
breathless and kept conferees’ heads 
spinning.  
   Carol also described the advantages of 
various rootstocks of 
apple crops.  
(Unfortunately, many 
of these are 
unavailable to us in this 
region.)  She explained 
how to plant tree 
fruits, about 
pollination, disease and 
insect problems.    She 
illustrated central 
leader pruning, 
modified spindle 
pruning [it had a longer 
name, but I forgot it] 
and espalier pruning.    
She spoke about 
working with the tree’s 
“wants” in using 
central leader pruning 
methods.   
   After a well-earned 
break for coffee, Carol 
moved on to an 
assessment of small 
fruits.  She showed us an easy way to manage 
strawberry beds and recommended varieties 
for this area.  She went on to discuss red and 
black currants and the best way to prune 
each.  As well as mentioning viburnum, 
gooseberries, and haskaps briefly, Carol 
discussed the possibilities of growing hardy 
kiwis (issai types) in our area.   
   Sometime after 5:00 p.m., conferees 
returned home with a brain-full of ideas to 
try, fruit varieties to consider, and improved 
management techniques to adapt or adopt.   
Thanks to Megan D’Arcy for organising this 
informative and inspirational conference, and 
to Carol Ponchet who kindled or rekindled our 
passions for fruit production in central British 
Columbia.   

 
A winter-keeper apple 
recommended by Carol 
Ponchet.  It is sometimes 
called “Minnesota 447” but 
has been renamed 
Frostbite™ by the 
University of Minnestoa.  
Available from Boughen 
Nurseries (Dauphin, Man.).  
Here’s what the Boughen 
catalogue says:  “One Year 
– one tree yielded 26 
gallons of fruit. Excellent – 
Delicious – Fruit ripens up 
deep red with yellow 
cheek. Flesh is sweet, firm 
and juicy. size is 2-2 ½.”  
Also recommended by Mr. 
Paul Sturzenegger, master 
fruit grower, of Smithers. 
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Art feature:   from the students of the late Gerry Dykstra. 

   In the 1960’s our family used to take a drive in the autumn to Horicon, Wisconsin, to the Horicon 

National Refuge in order to see Canada geese.   It was a stopping-off place for the geese on their 

migrations, but they hardly stopped anywhere else in the state.  Who could have imagined that Canada 

geese would become one of the most common birds in urban areas wherever there are parks, golf courses, 

and playing fields?  Who would have thought that we would consider this noble bird a pest (or as they say 

in Wisconsin, a “flying carp)?  Or that geese would devour spring-seeded crops throughout British 

Columbia?  Many ornithologists believe the extraordinary success of the species has at least three causes:  

1) the adaptation of the species to feeding on land throughout the year; 2) the establishment of parks, 

reserves, and sanctuaries; 3) the supply of superior food through the waste products of agriculture, 

especially waste grains “provided” by large combines that replaced threshing and harvesting corn by the 

ear.   

   Enjoy seeing the geese again this spring.  If you have problems with geese damaging your new forage 

seedlings in the fall, you may consider asking local goose hunters to keep the geese from settling into one 

field and destroying the upcoming crop.   

 


